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Friction in a solid lubricant film
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Molecular-dynamics study of a thin~one to five layers! lubricant film between two substrates in moving
contact are performed using Langevin equations with an external damping coefficient depending on distance
and velocity of atoms relative the substrates, motivated by microscopic configurations. They show that the
minimal friction coefficient is obtained for the solid-sliding regime. A detailed analysis of the results, the
comparison with other microscopic modeling approaches of friction, and the evaluation of quantities that can
be compared to experiments, such as the velocity of the transition from stick slip to smooth sliding, are used
to discuss the relevance of the microscopic simulations of friction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of friction between two substrates which
in moving contact is very important technologically as w
as very rich physically@1–7#. Following the development o
atomic force microscopy, tribology has approached the
croscopic level and these studies are expanding bec
nanotechnology is now building devices that are so minia
ized that they begin to probe the microscopic properties
the materials. But the atomic friction microscope has its o
difficulties, in particular for ‘‘high-speed friction,’’ becaus
it does not operate at high velocities. This explains the in
est of numerical simulations of friction@8# ~see also the re
view paper@7# and references therein!. Moreover molecular
dynamics can provide detailed information on the motion
individual atoms that help in the understanding of the ba
mechanisms of friction, a problem which is still open in sp
of the efforts devoted to it in the last few years. Unfort
nately, large-scale simulation of dynamical processes w
three-dimensional models and realistic interatomic potent
are still too time consuming for large systems, mainly due
slow relaxation processes in such systems. Moreover,
standard molecular-dynamics methods consider the ato
degrees of freedom only and ignore the electronic ones,
may be a too crude approximation in modeling metal s
strates. Therefore, one has to use simplified models suc
two-dimensional@9–11# or even one-dimensional@12,13#
ones.

An intermediate complexity model, where a few atom
layer film are placed between two rigid substrates so that
top and bottom lubricant layers may stick to the substra
while leaving mobile atoms in between, was analyzed i
series of papers@14,16–20# and also in our previous publi
cations for commensurate@21# and incommensurate@22# lu-
bricant films. Thermal equilibrium was achieved with th
help of Langevin equations with a random Gaussian fo
and a viscous damping with a constant coefficienth. The
Langevin thermostat was applied either to all degrees of f
dom of the system@21,22#, or only to the ones perpendicula
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to the sliding direction@14,16–20#. Owing to the relative
simplicity of such models they allow the simulation of fric
tion for a broad range of parameters and the study of gen
trends and laws of the phenomena. The main results obta
in these studies are the following. First, it was shown that
static frictional forcef s for the contact of bare substrates
very small in most cases, except in the rare situation
which the two surfaces are commensurate and perfe
aligned@7,23,24#. However, even a submonolayer of mobi
atoms between the surfaces leads to a finitef s that is propor-
tional to the applied load and is almost independent of
system parameters@14#. Second, a thin lubricant film~with a
thickness smaller than;10 molecular diameters! confined
between two solids is always layered and often solidifi
because the confinement decreases the entropy of the
and shifts the bulk melting transition to higher temperatu
and lower pressures~see, e.g., Ref.@7# and references
therein!. This effect is even observed in equilibrium situ
tions for highly confined films@15#. Third, when an externa
force f drives one of the substrates and it starts to move,
lubricant film melts and its width increases by;10%
@16,17#. After the shear-induced first-order melting trans
tion, the lubricant exhibits a layer-over-layer sliding wi
strong two-dimensional order within shearing planes of
oms, where each layer moves coherently as a whole@17,22#.
If then the driving force or velocity decreases back to
smaller value, the film solidifies again either in the solid st
in the case of spherical molecules, or in an amorph
~glassy! phase for the case of lubricant consisting of lon
chain ~organic! molecules@18#. Thus, if the top substrate i
coupled through a spring to a stage moving with a cons
velocity, then at the beginning, the spring stretches and
force increases. Eventuallyf exceedsf s , the top substrate
begins to slide, and the lubricant melts. Then the top s
strate accelerates to catch up with the stage andf decreases,
so the substrates stick again. This periodic melting-freez
process was used by Thompson and Robbins@16# for expla-
nation of the stick-slip motion observed experimental
Fourth, when the film consists of flexible chain molecules
may be trapped in a glassy state, and the sliding occurs
at the lubricant substrate interfaces~the pluglike flow! @18#.
This explains why the effective viscosities of thin films ma
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
rise more than five orders of magnitude above bulk val
~experimentally, the relaxation times are fractions of a s
ond for thin confined films and nanoseconds for a bu!.
Finally, the regime of smooth sliding with atomic-scale v
locities was studied in Refs.@19,21,22#. It was shown that
the kinetic frictional force can be described by the introdu
tion of a phenomenological parameter that describes an
trinsic’’ damping within the lubricant due to anharmon
coupling between its different modes. Also, in a recent pa
@20# He and Robbins studied the friction at low velocitie
Their simulations lead to a frictional force which is propo
tional to the load in accordance with the Amontons law, a
rises logarithmically with velocity, again in agreement wi
experiments. The simulation results were explained as t
mally activated motion of the lubricant over the period
substrate potential.

However, all these studies raised the question of the
lidity of results obtained with simple models, in particul
which results are of general validity and which ones
model dependent, and to what extend the results obtaine
microscopic samples can be used to analyze actual ex
ments performed on a macroscopic scale. We think that th
questions are important for the future of molecular-dynam
simulations of friction, and we want to address some asp
of them in the present paper.

A critical question is the energy flow out of the frictio
zone and the way it is described in the models becaus
governs the value of the friction coefficient. Thermal eq
librium is rather easy to simulate correctly because it d
not depend on the value of the external dampingh in Lange-
vin equations or on the method used to introduce the da
ing ~although the rate of approach to equilibrium depends
h). It is clear, however, that the nonequilibrium state o
system driven by an external dc force must depend on
method used to take into account the energy exchange
the outside, for instance on the type of external damp
which is assumed. One may predict that the dependenc
not crucial if the rate of energy exchange between differ
modes of the system, which emerges due to nonlinearit
the equations of motion, is~much! larger than energy trans
fered outside of the system, described by the external da
ing h. This case corresponds, for example, to a lubric
close to the melting temperature studied in Refs.@14,16–20#,
especially for lubricants with complex~long-chain! mol-
ecules. But for a monatomic lubricant or a lubricant w
simple molecules at low temperatures and low driving
locities, when the lubricant film is in the solid state, t
simulation results may strongly depend on the exter
damping. In the present paper we investigate this questio
using a realistic energy-loss mechanism. Comparing w
models previously used in friction simulation~as discussed
above, see also Ref.@7# and references therein!, the main
new feature of the present paper is that we use Lang
equations with an external damping coefficienth(z,v) which
depends on the distancez of a lubricant atom from the sub
strate and on its velocityv with respect the substrate. Som
significant differences with simpler modeling of the ener
losses are exhibited.

With this model, we pay particular attention to the moti
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at small velocityv top of the top substrate, looking for th
smallest possible value of the velocity for which the moti
stays smooth. We show that the microscopic transition fr
smooth sliding to stick-slip motion takes place at a veloc
that ismany orders of magnitude higher than that observ
in macroscopic experiments.This is an important point in the
connection between simulations and experiments, which s
gests that the macroscopic mechanism of the transition f
stick-slip motion to smooth sliding is completely differe
from the microscopic one.

We also used our extended model to examine various
pects of friction, which will be presented in the result a
discussion sections. The paper is organized as follows. F
in Sec. II we describe the model and the algorithm used
the simulations, and we introduce an external damping co
ficient for Langevin equations, based on microscopic cons
erations, which attempts to describe the energy exchange
tween the lubricant atoms and the substrates in a real
way. Then in Sec. III we present the simulation results a
analyze them considering the excitation of vibrations in
system. Finally, Sec. IV discusses the applicability of mic
scopic simulation to macroscopic experiments.

II. MODEL

We are interested in the regime of boundary lubricatio
when two sliding surfaces come in solid contact, and in
contact region, the surfaces are separated by at most afew
layers of lubrication molecules. We consider a model with
thin ~one to five layers! solid lubricant film between two
solids. There are two reasons for this choice.First, there is
always some lubricant~called ‘‘third bodies’’ by tribologists!
between the surfaces. It may correspond either to a spec
chosen lubricant, or to water or other material adsorbed fr
air, a dust, grease, wear debris produced by sliding, etc
general the lubricant is not commensurate with the s
strates, and, even if they are commensurate, the lubricant
substrates are seldom perfectly aligned. The external l
squeezes the lubricant out from the contact area, so a
thin lubricant film is often formed. The last layer is howev
very difficult to remove@3,25# so that there is at least on
lubricant layer between the substrates. Due to the load,
lubricant is always strongly compressed and thus has to f
a closely packed structure. As a result, the confined thin fi
solidifies @7,18# as was mentioned above.Second, we are
interested in low friction situations, and it is in the case o
solid thin lubricant film that we may expect to obtain th
minimal friction. When the lubricant is liquid or amorphou
the kinetic friction is usually much larger@4–6,19,26#.

Moreover, contrary to our previous studies@21,22#, now
the surface layers of the substrates are simulated dire
The substrates consists of two parts. A rigid part forms
boundaries of the model system, and a deformable subs
layer is in contact with the lubricant, providing a much mo
realistic description of the substrate than previously.

Our three-dimensional system comprises a few atom
layer film between two parallel rigid top and bottom su
strate parts as shown in Fig. 1. Each rigid substrate part
NS5132 atoms henceforth calleds atoms organized into a
12311 lattice of square symmetry with the lattice consta
0-2
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
as53. The atoms of the bottom rigid substrate part are fix
while the top substrate part moves rigidly. Between the ri
substrate parts we insert atoms of two different kinds: 2NS s
atoms model the surfaces of the substrate, which are th
fore modeled more accurately than with rigid body, a
NalNl l atoms~‘‘lubricant’’ atoms! form the lubricant film.
In the x and y directions we use periodic boundary cond
tions. The top substrate part and all the atoms may mov
all three dimensions. To shorten the expressions we he
forth call top and bottom ‘‘substrates’’ the rigid parts of th
substrates. It should be kept in mind that these ‘‘substrat
are in fact only a part of the top and bottom solids that sl
on each other. All atoms interact via a 6-12 Lennard-Jo
pairwise potential

V~r !5Vaa8F S r aa8
r D 12

22S r aa8
r D 6G , ~1!

but the parameters of the potential~1! are different for dif-
ferent kinds of atoms. For thes-s interaction we tookVss
53 and r ss53, for the l - l interaction, Vll 51 and r ll
54.14~‘‘incommensurate’’ case!, and for thes- l interaction,
Vls51/3 ~corresponding to a weak interaction between
substrate and the lubricant! and r ls5 1

2 (r ss1r ll )53.57, re-
spectively. The cutting radius for the interaction was cho
as r * 51.49r ll 56.17. With these energy parameters, theS
atoms stick to the top and bottom substrates, covering th
with monolayers, while thel atoms fill the space between th
substrates. This simulates a lubricant between two so
and the surface~utmost! layer of each substrate is treate
explicitly. The equilibrium configuration of the lubricant co
responds toNl layers, each havingNal580 atoms, organized
into a close-packed triangular lattice slightly distorted by
substrate potentials.

For the masses we tookml5ms5mS51, which gives a
typical frequency for the system ofvs5@Vss9 (r ss)/ms#

1/2

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the model. The gray circles sh
the lubricant atoms, while open circles show the substrate ato
The enclosed atoms in the two substrates correspond to the
parts of the substrate while the dynamics of the other subs
atoms is fully simulated. The load and shear forces are applie
the rigid part of the top substrate as shown by the arrows. The r
part of the bottom substrate is fixed.
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54.9, and the corresponding characteristic period ists
52p/vs51.28. A typical frequency of vibrations within th
lubricant isv l56(2Vll /mlr ll

2 )1/252.05. To each atom of the
top rigid substrate we apply a dc force consisting of a driv
force f along thex axis and a loading forcef load520.1 along
the z direction. These parameters have been used in mos
the simulations, except when otherwise specified.

Units. Although we work with dimensionless quantitie
the numerical values of the model parameters have been
sen such that, if energy were measured in electron volts
distances in Angstro¨ms, we would have realistic values for
typical solid. However, for a discussion of the applicabili
of simulations to real physical systems, it is useful to cou
the ‘‘natural units’’~nu! used in the simulation with, e.g., th
Systeme International~International System of units!. The
basic parameters that were unchanged in all simulations
the amplitude of interaction within the substrates (Vss53),
which sets the energy parameter, the substrate lattice
stant (as53) that sets the length scale, and the mass of
bricant atoms (ml51) as the mass parameter. A real syste
can be characterized by the amplitude of interaction in
substratesṼss measured in eV, by the substrate lattice co
stantãs measured in Å , and by the mass of lubricant atom
m̃l measured in proton massesmp . If we introduce the fol-
lowing coefficients,ne5Ṽss/Vss5Ṽss/3, n r5ãs /as5ãs /3,
andnm5m̃l /(100ml)5m̃l /100, then for a typical system w
havene;n r;nm;1, and it is easy to find these coefficien
for a real physical system.

Now we can couple our natural units with the SI syste
of units. Namely, we have for the unit of length 1m
51010n r

21 nu, for the unit of mass 1 kg5631024nm
21 nu,

for the unit of energy 1J56.2531018ne
21 nu, for the unit of

force 1 N56.253108 (n r /ne) nu, for the unit of pressure 1
N/m256.25310212(n r

3/ne) nu, for the unit of time 1s
50.9831013(ne /nmn r

2)1/2 nu, and for the unit of velocity 1
m/s51.0231023(nm /ne)

1/2 nu. In particular, the load force
f load520.1 nu. used in the simulations, corresponds to
pressureP52 f load/as

251.1131022 nu51.783109 N/m2.
To compare with experimentally used values, note tha
realistic pressure isP;107 N/m2, and the maximum pres
sure above which the plastic deformation begins, isP'2
3108 N/m2 for gold ~a minimal value for metals!, P'109

N/m2 for steel, andP'1011 N/m2 for diamond~the largest
possible value!. As for velocities, a typical value when th
transition from a stick-slip motion to smooth sliding is o
served experimentally isvc;1 mm/s51029 nu. @4#.

Equations of motion.We use Langevin equations for a
mobile atoms, i.e., atoms that do not belong to a rigid s
strate,

ma r̈ ia5 f ia
(int)1 (

S51

2

f ia,S , ~2!

where r ia[$xia ,yia ,zia% is the coordinate of thei th atom
anda5s or a5 l for ‘‘substrate’’ or ‘‘lubricant’’ atoms, re-
spectively.
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
The force f (int) is due to interaction between the mobi
atoms in the system,

f ia
(int)52

]

]r ia
(
i 8a8

all

Va8a~r i 8a82r ia!, ~3!

where the sum includes all ‘‘mobile’’s and l atoms except
the given (ath) one.

The last term in Eq.~2! describes the interaction of
‘‘mobile’’ s- or l-atom with the bottom (S51) and top (S
52) substrates. The forcef ia,S itself consists of three con
tributions as usual in Langevin equations,

f ia,S5 f ia,S
(int)1 f ia,S

(fric)1 f ia,S
(ran) . ~4!

The first contributionf ia,S
(int) comes from the potential interac

tion of a giveni th atom with all ‘‘immobile’’ atoms of the
Sth ~bottom or top! rigid substrate,

f ia,S
(int)52

]

]r ia
(

i 851

NS

Vsa~Ri 8S2r ia!, ~5!

where the sum now includes all ‘‘immobile’’s atoms of the
corresponding substrate andRiS is the coordinate of thei th
atom of theSth rigid substrate.

The second and third contributions in Eq.~4! describe the
energy exchange between mobile atoms and the rigid
strates. They approximately take into account the miss
degrees of freedom of the substrates. More precisely,
second contributionf ia,S

(fric) describes a viscous damping whe
an atom moves relative the corresponding substrate,

f ia,S
(fric)52mah~ . . . !~ ṙ ia2ṘS!, ~6!

where h( . . . ) is the ‘‘external’’ damping coefficient that
depends on the velocity and distance relative to the subst

h~ . . . !5h~zrel ,v rel!, zrel5~21!(S21)~zia2ZS!,

v rel5 ṙ ia2ṘS , ~7!

whereRS[$XS ,YS ,ZS% is the center-of-mass coordinate
the Sth substrate~for the bottom substrate we tookR1[0).
Finally, the third contributionf ia,S

(ran) in Eq. ~4! describes the
random~Gaussian! force acting on thei th atom from theSth
substrate. The amplitude of this force is determined by
substrate temperatureT, i.e., the corresponding correlatio
function is

^ f ia,S
(ran)~ t ! f i 8a8,S8

(ran)
~ t8!&

52hR~ . . . !makBTd i i 8daa8dSS8d~ t2t8!. ~8!

The functionhR(zrel) in Eq. ~8! coincides with the externa
damping coefficienth(zrel) if the latter does not depend o
the velocity~but may depend on the coordinate!. Otherwise,
if the external damping depends onv rel , the two coefficients
are coupled by the relationship@27,28#
04611
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de e2eh@z,ṽ~e!#, ṽ2~e!5v21
2kBT

ma
e.

~9!

For the top rigid substrate we use Newton’s equation
motion,

MSR̈25NSf ext1FS , ~10!

where MS5NSmS is the mass of the rigid substrate,f ext
5$ f ,0,f load% is the external force applied to it, andFS5
2( ia

all f ia,S52 according to Newton’s third law~conservation
of the total momentum of the system!. As we checked nu-
merically, this technique leads to Gaussian distribution
velocities for all atoms as well as for the top rigid substra
with a correct width for a given temperatureT.

External friction coefficient.Fortunately, the motion of a
single atom or a submonolayer film adsorbed on a cry
surface, namely, their vibration near the equilibrium po
tion, has been well studied experimentally and theoretica
@29,30#. This allows us to model the external damping
lubricant atoms near the substrates with a reasonable a
racy. For the external damping coefficienth(z,v), which
models the energy loss of an atom into the substrates
enters into Eqs.~6–8!, we take into account its dependen
on the distancez from the corresponding substrate and on t
relative velocityv according toh(z,v)5h1(z)h2(v). First,
we assume that the damping rate exponentially decre
when an atom moves away from the substrate, and satu
at some level when the atom approaches very close to
substrate,

h1~z!512tanh@~z2z* !/z* #. ~11!

The characteristic distancez* is chosen as the height of th
pyramid with the base constructed of four rigid substr
atoms with square lengthas53, and the vertex with thes
atom at the distancer ss53 from the rigid-substrate atoms
this leads toz* 52.12. Thus, for the atoms in thes layer,
wherez;z* , we haveh1;1, while for the atoms in the firs
~closest to the substrate! lubricant layer we obtainh1;0.1.

Second, to determineh2(v), we used the results know
for the damping of the vibrations of an atom adsorbed on
crystal surface. According to the theory@30,31#, when an
atom vibrates with a frequencyv near its equilibrium posi-
tion, the oscillation decays due to creation of phonons in
substrate with the rate

hph~v!5
p

2

ma

mS
v2r~v!, ~12!

where the surface local density of phonon states may be
scribed approximately by the function@31#

r~v!5
32

p

v2~vm
2 2v2!3/2

vm
6

, ~13!

and vm is the maximum~Debye! phonon frequency of the
solid substrate. The one-phonon damping mechanism w
0-4
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
for frequenciesv,vm . At higher frequencies the dampin
is due to multiphonon processes. Moreover, in the case
metal or semiconductor substrates there is an additio
damping due to the creation of electron-hole pairs in
substrate so that the corresponding damping coefficien
typically of order h;1022vm ~see Refs.@30,31#!. Using
these results, we took for the dependenceh2(v) the follow-
ing approximate expression:

h2~v !5hmin1hph~2pv/a!, ~14!

with a5as for the motion along the substrate anda5z* for
the motion in thez direction. For the minimal contribution
hmin we chosehmin50.01 andvs50.049. This value is com
patible with the justifications given above, and it leads to
thermalization of the system in reasonable simulation tim
t,33103ts . The cutoff~Debye! frequency was found from
the phonon spectrum~the Fourier transform of velocities o
all atoms and the top rigid substrate calculated forf 50 at
T50.025) which givesvm515. Thus, as a function of fre
quency the external damping behaves as

h2~v!5hmin116vm S v

vm
D 4F12S v

vm
D 2G3/2

, ~15!

so that at small frequencies,v!vm , we have h2(v)
'hmin1(16/vm

3 ) v4'(4.910.47v4)31022, while at the
frequency v5(4/7)1/2vm511.34 the external dampin
reaches its maximum valueh2'22.

Energy losses.When one part of a system moves wi
respect to another part with a relative velocityv, then the
rate at which work is done is equal to«5v f , wheref is the
total force acting on the former. This may be used to defi
the energy losses of a given atom as

« i52
1

2 (
i 8

~v i2v i 8! f i i 8 , ~16!

where the sum is overall atoms of the system including th
s atoms of the rigid substrates, andf i i 8 is the force acting on
the i 8th atoms from thei 8th one. Note that this force has t
include the damping and random~Gaussian! contributions of
the total force wheni 8 corresponds to thes atom of rigid
substrates. Then, taking a corresponding sum over atoms
averaging over time, one can find the energy losses
given atomic layer of the lubricant, or those in the substra
as well as separate contributions from different degrees
freedom.

To illustrate this definition, let us consider an ideal case
which the bottom substrate is immobile, the top substr
moves with a velocityv in the x direction, and the lubrican
film with the velocity 1

2 v while the forceF is applied to the
top substrate. We haveF lub/top52F top/lub5Fbot/lub5
2F lub/bot5F, and we obtain « top52 1

2 (2F)(v2 1
2 v)

5 1
4 Fv, « lub52 1

2 @F( 1
2 v2v)2F 1

2 v#5 1
2 Fv, and «bot5

2 1
2 F(02 1

2 v)5 1
4 Fv, thus the total losses are equal to«

5Fv, which coincides with the work done by the extern
force as expected.
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Curved substrates.In most simulations both top and bo
tom substrates were flat. However, we have done also a
runs with curved substrates@32#, where thez coordinate of
the bottom rigid substrate is defined by

z52
1

2
hx

(dn)r slS 12cos
2px

Lx
D2

1

2
hy

(dn)r slS 12cos
2py

Ly
D ,

~17!

whereLx,y is the size of the system in thex or y direction and
hx,y are the corresponding curvature parameters. Simila
the z coordinate of the top rigid substrate is defined by t
expression

z5Z21
1

2
hx

(up)r slF12cos
2p~x2X2!

Lx
G

1
1

2
hy

(up)r slF12cos
2p~y2Y2!

Ly
G , ~18!

where $X2 , Y2 , Z2% are the center-of-mass coordinates
the top rigid substrate.

Algorithm. In most of the simulations we used th
constant-force algorithm@21,22#. Namely, at the beginning
we equilibrate the system at a temperatureT ~in this paper
we present the results forT50 andT50.025, which corre-
sponds to room temperature for energies measured in!.
Then we adiabatically increase the shear forcef in stepsD f
~typically D f 51023 or smaller!. Each increase off is ac-
complished progressively ini t ~typically i t5200 or more!
substeps each of durationts . When f has reached its new
value, we wait during a timei tts in order to allow the system
to reach a stationary state, and then measure the atomic
ordinates and velocities during the next time intervali tts .
Thus, the force is changing with the average rateR/3ts ,
where R5D f / i t . In some simulations we also used th
constant-velocity algorithm~which is typically used in tribol-
ogy simulations, see Ref.@9#!, when a constraint is used t
keep constant the top substrate velocity. We found, howe
that the const-v algorithm leads to a much smaller accura
of the results than the const-f one, probably because th
friction force in this case is not a self-averaging value. Th
here we present the results of the const-f runs only.

Most of the simulations have been done for a rather sm
system. The issue of system size raises the usual questi
computer simulations of whether it is better to take a sm
system and study it carefully or to take a larger system
do a less comprehensive study over shorter times. Our si
lations show that the processes under investigation are c
acterized by long relaxation times. The approach with ad
batic changing of the driving force necessitates go
through a whole cycle off changes. For a much larger sy
tem it is not possible to reach equilibrium in a reasona
time for this type of study. However, we also made a fe
runs for a system four times larger and found that the res
did not change. Besides, in physical systems microsco
contacts are of a size similar to that of our system, for
ample 10310 atoms. Even in specially prepared surfac
with experiments performed in high-vacuum condition
0-5
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ideal surfaces usually do not extend beyond about 30 la
constants. Of course the results deduced from such sim
tions of ideal surfaces should not be used without extre
caution to analyze the results of macroscopic experime
We shall come back to this point in the discussion beca
the connection with macroscopic experiments is a diffic
point for all studies of microscopic friction, whether they a
experimental~with atomic force microscope! or numerical.

III. RESULTS

Before going into the details of simulation results, let
discuss some general features. Typical dependencies o
velocity of the top substrate in thex direction,v top( f ), and
the change of itsz coordinate,Dztop( f ), as functions of the
driving force f for the one- and five-layer lubricant films ar
shown in Fig. 2. Each plotted point is the average ovei t
5200 data points recorded at times separated byDt5ts and
corresponds to the steady-state motion for a givenf. Let us
analyze first the behavior of the five-layer film. The moti
starts when the force exceeds a static friction forcef s
'0.001720.0018. One can see a plateau on thev top( f ) de-
pendence for the force interval 231023, f ,0.03, then at
larger forcesv top approximately linearly increases withf, and
finally at f > f f'0.3020.31 the ‘‘regular’’ motion is de-
stroyed. The velocity of the top substrate for these fo
intervals lies within the interval 1,v top,4.5, so that the
washboard frequency, defined asvwash5p^v top&/a, lies just

FIG. 2. ~a! The velocity of the top substrate and~b! the change
of the lubricant thickness for the one-layer~solid curves and open
diamonds! and five-layer~dotted curves and solid diamonds! lubri-
cant films.
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inside the phonon spectrum of the lubricant film as will
discussed in details later. In this force range, the widthz of
the film increases as shown on Fig. 2~b!. The system exhibits
hysteresis: if one starts with a forcef , f f and then decrease
it adiabatically slowly, the system comes back to theT50
ground state for a forcef b'231025, which is much lower
than f s . The velocity of the top substrate at the backwa
transition drops down abruptly from a valuevb'0.03 to
zero. Moreover, if we start from the sliding state and th
remove the driving force at all, the system again comes
the T50 ground state.

The behavior of thinner lubricant films is very similar. Fo
example, the one-layer film starts to move atf s'0.019
20.02. The forward transition now takes place atf f'0.43,
which is slightly larger than that for the five-layer film, a
though the velocity at which the film starts to melt is a
proximately the same,v f'4. The backward transition take
place atf b'1.531024 whenvb'0.085.

Although the sliding regime is approximately the same
different lubricant widths, the static frictional force needed
initiate the sliding, decreases approximately exponentially
the width increases as shown in Fig. 3. The depende
f s(Nl) may be explained qualitatively in the following way
To initiate the sliding the lubricant atoms must overcom
barriers created by the substrate atoms. But the height o
barriers strongly~exponentially! depends on the distancez of
the lubricant atoms from the substrate. It decreases when
lubricant atoms are moved away from the substrate. In
one-layer case the confined lubricant has to adjust to b
substrates simultaneously and thus has no freedom to m
in the z direction. On the other hand, when the lubricant
thicker, its utmost layers can move in thez direction due to
elasticity of the film, and thus can allow the atomic positio
to find a minimum-energy saddle configuration. This is co
firmed by the analysis of the system configurations just
fore f s . They show that the shifts of the atoms in thez
direction from theirf 50 equilibrium positions in the five-
layer film are much larger than those in the three-layer fi
which in turn are larger than in the two-layer film.

FIG. 3. The static friction forcef s as function of the number o
lubricant layersNl for T50.025.
0-6
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The dependence of the static forcef s on the temperatureT
is only significant forNl.1 when the lubricant atoms hav
enough freedom to move in thez direction. For example, for
the five-layer film we foundf s'0.0017 atT50 but f s
'0.001 atT50.025.

The initial stage of the sliding is illustrated on Fig.
where we plotvx(t) for the top substrate and the lubrica
and ztop(t) for the five-layer film. One can see that at th
beginning, the top substrate~the rigid substrate with one at
tacheds layer! starts to move first. Its velocity increase
according to a lawv top(t)'@ f s /(ms1mS)heff(t)#@12exp
2heff(t)(t2ts)#, where the effective friction coefficient i
defined asheff5 f /(ms1mS)v top, and achieves a plateau i
the steady state. Soon after, however, the lubricant is
involved into the motion and reaches the velocityv lub
5 1

2 v top( f s) in the steady state. Simultaneously, the width
the lubricant slightly increases. We observed that for
system sizes, the lubricant begins to move as a whole. Al
atoms begin to move almost simultaneously. However,
larger sizes of the contact one could expect that the slid
may begin with the creation of ‘‘moving islands’’@33#.

An interesting result is that the one-layer film can be
the sliding steady state for much larger dc forces than thic
films. The solid sliding exists for forces within the interv
1.1, f ,3.7 when the velocity is 5,v top,9. This steady
state cannot be reached by adiabatically increasing the f
because the lubricant melts earlier. But it can be obtai
with a sharp increase of the force, e.g., if one takes

FIG. 4. Beginning of the sliding of the five-layer film.~a! Thex
velocity of the top substrate~solid curve! and the lubricant~dashed
curve!. Inset: the same enlarged for shorter times.~b! ztop versus
time.
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f 50.2 steady state and applies the forcef 52. This high-
speed steady state corresponds to the ‘‘flying’’ regime p
dicted in Ref.@22# and will be described in more detail be
low in Sec. IV.

A. Solid sliding

All steady states described above correspond to a s
sliding regime, in which the lubricant moves as a whole w
a velocity equal to half of the velocity of top substrate. T
distributions of velocities for all forces can be well approx
mated by Gaussian curves if we use different ‘‘tempe
tures’’ for the lubricant and thes-atomic substrate layers a
well as for different degrees of freedom. For example, for
five-layer film we show in the inset of Fig. 5 the velocit
histograms for thef 50.02 case by dotted curves and th
corresponding Gaussians by solid curves. Thus, we can
fine the ‘‘temperature’’ for a given degree of freedom (a
5x,y,z) as well as for a given layerl of the lubricant or the
substrate asTa5m^(va2^va&)2&, where^ . . . & designates
the averaging over time and over all atoms in the given lay
and then use the valuesTa( l ) ~let l 50 corresponds to the
s-atomic layers of the bottom substrate,l 51 corresponds to
the first layer of the lubricant film, etc.! as reliable charac-
teristics of the driven system. The distribution of tempe
tures across the system is shown in Fig. 6~a!. First, note that
compared with the lubricant temperatures, the temperat
of s layers of the substrates are very small~for the T50
simulation!. Second, at low force velocities the temperatu
is not uniformly distributed over the lubricant film; th
boundary layers that are in moving contact with the su
strates have a higher temperature than those in the midd
the lubricant. But at high forces velocities,f ;0.0220.2
whenv top;124, the lubricant temperature is approximate
uniform across the lubricant. This indicates that anharmon
ity effects, which are responsible for energy exchange
tween different layers within the lubricant, become lar
enough at these forces. Third, the lubricant temperature
creases with growingf ~see Fig. 5! until it finally melts at

FIG. 5. Lubricant temperatures versus force for a five-layer fi
Inset: velocity histograms~dots! and the corresponding Gaussia
distributions~solid curves! for f 50.02.
0-7
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
f 5 f f . Fourth, for all studied cases we found thatTz@Tx
*Ty . This indicates that the driven system is strongly out
equilibrium.

The calculation of energy lossesEloss for different dc
forces shows that total losses are close to the expected
ues. For example, forf 50.002 we obtainedEloss'0.24,
while f v top'0.26; for f 50.02, Eloss'3.2 (f v top'3.6), and
for f 50.2, Eloss'102 (f v top'103) correspondingly. The
energy is lost mainly due to the motion of atoms along
direction x of the driving, they and z components of the
losses are negligible. The distribution of energy losses in
normal direction of the system is shown in Fig. 6~b!. One can
see that the energy is lost mainly within the rigid substra
and in the utmost lubricant layers~i.e., in the layers that are
in moving contact with the substrates!.

To analyze in detail the energy losses for the solid-slid
regime, we have to know the phonon spectrum of the syst
To find it, we saved the coordinates of all atoms atf 50 and
temperatureT50.025, and then calculated the Fourier tran
form

Fa~v!5(
j

U E dt v j a~ t !eivtU, ~19!

where the sum may be over all atoms or only over a sele
subset, such as the lubricant atoms. The spectra calculat
this way for different degrees of freedom (a5x,y,z) sepa-
rately for the substrates and the lubricant are shown in Fi
for Nl51 and 5. One can see that the lubricant spectr
occupies the frequencies 1&v&6, while the substrate
modes lie mainly within the interval 6,v,vm . Thex and

FIG. 6. Distribution of~a! the temperatureTz and~b! the energy
losses across the five-layer lubricant for different dc forcesf at
Tsub50. The numbers21 and 7 correspond to the rigid substrate
the numbers 0 and 6 correspond to thes-atomic substrate layers
and the numbers 1 to 5 correspond to the lubricant layers.
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y spectra are broader than thez spectrum. For the one-laye
lubricant, the spectrumFz(v) for the lubricant has a maxi
mum atv;3, which is quite sharp.

Calculating in the same manner the spectrum in the so
sliding regime, we observed the excitation ofz oscillations of
the lubricant with the frequencyv5vwash as indicated by
arrows in Fig. 8. We also found that~a! the intrinsic energy
losses in the lubricant become important only whenvwash is
higher than the lower boundary of the lubricant phonon sp
trum,vwash*1; ~b! at f 5231023 one can see many highe
frequency harmonics ofvwash, i.e., the vibration of lubricant
is highly anharmonic; when the force increases even m
the energy exchange between the modes of the lubricant
tributes the energy among all the lubricant modes; and~c! at
f 50.02 andf 50.2 the lubricant is strongly heated and th
energy of the translational motion is distributed over all thr
(x, y, andz) degrees of freedom.

The behavior of the thinNl51 film is similar. The tem-
peratures of the lubricant begin to increase atf .431023

when the velocity isv top.1 so that the washboard frequenc
penetrates into the lubricant phonon spectrum. Then
f *0.1 the excitation of lubricant vibrations strongly in
creases, especially for thez coordinate, so that the width o
the film begins to increase@see Fig. 2~b!#. The temperature
reaches the valueTz;0.4, and soon the lubricant melts. O
the other hand, for the high-force sliding state~the ‘‘flying’’
regime! the perturbation of the film is much smaller,Dz
,0.5 and Tz;0.1. At small forces velocities the energ
losses are mainly in the rigid substrates. Atf ;0.0220.2 the

,

FIG. 7. Phonon spectra of the lubricant~solid curves! and the
substrates~dotted curves! for one- and five-layer films.
0-8
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
losses are approximately equally distributed between the
rigid substrates and the lubricant. Finally, in the high-for
‘‘flying’’ regime the main losses are in the lubricant film.

B. Effective friction coefficient

In a steady-sliding regime, where the top rigid substr
and ones layer attached to it slide over the lubricant film,
is convenient to introduce the effective friction coefficient

heff~v top!5
f

~mS1ms!v top~ f !
. ~20!

Note that a change of the velocity of the top substrate can
expected to take a time of the ordert relax5heff

21 . Using the
results of simulations, one can see that at small forces
effective friction can be smaller thanheff,1023, so the re-
laxation times are larger thant relax.103.

Energy loss can only occur through the externally i
posed damping. One part comes from the motion of the
bricant as a whole. This is the loss that one would get if
lubricant were sliding as a perfect solid relative to the rig
substrates. The corresponding contribution to the effec
friction coefficient is due to the external damping@with the
coefficienth(z,v) introduced into the equations of motio
from the beginning# of the uniform x motion of lubricant
atoms relative the substrates with the velocity1

2 v top, and
yields a ‘‘universal’’ dependencev top

(uni)( f ) which does not
depend either on the lubricant width or on the massesms and
mS . In what follows we call this contribution as th
‘‘perfect-sliding’’ one. A second part comes from the inte
nal motions inside the lubricant and the surface layers of
substrates. The driving excites atomic vibrations~mainly in
the z direction as mentioned above! which then are distrib-
uted over other (x andy) degrees of freedom and finally ar

FIG. 8. Change of thez spectrum~19! of a five-layer lubricant
with increasing driving force. The arrows indicate the position
the washboard frequency. The curves forf Þ0 are artificially
shifted upstair.
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damped again due to the external dampingh(z,v). This con-
tribution will be called below as the ‘‘internal-losses’’ one

In the solid-sliding regime, when the top rigid substra
with one attacheds layer moves as a whole with a velocit
^v top&, the bottom rigid substrate with one attacheds layer
does not move at all, and the lubricant film moves as a wh
with the velocityv lub5

1
2 ^v top&, the washboard frequency i

equal to

vwash52pv lub /a5p^v top&/a, ~21!

where one should takea5as53. Let us write the balance o
forces for the top substrate with one attacheds layer as

F[NSf 5Nalmlh* ~v top! v lub , ~22!

where we have introduced the total viscous damping coe
cient h* (v top) for an atom in the utmost lubricant laye
Using the definition~20! of the effective friction coefficient,
we obtain the following relationship between the coefficie
heff(v top) andh* (v top),

heff~v top!5
1

2

ml

mS1ms

Nal

NS
h* ~v top!. ~23!

In a general case the total dampingh* (v top) defined by Eq.
~22!, has to consist of two contributions, the ‘‘perfec
sliding’’ contribution hext(v top) and the intrinsic losses
h int(v top). In the two following subsection we evaluate su
cessively these two components of the losses.

1. ‘‘Perfect-sliding’’ contribution to the energy loss

In the perfect-sliding approximation the atoms in the
most lubricant layers feel only the external dampi
hext(v top)'h1(zlubr) h2(vwash) due to energy exchange wit
the rigid substrates. Substituting the washboard freque
~21! into Eq. ~15!, we obtain

hext~v top!'F12tanhS zlubr2z*

z*
D G

3Fhmin1
16p4

as
4vm

3 v top
4 S 12

p2

as
2vm

2 v top
2 D 3/2G .

~24!

Assuming that all the damping within the lubricant is due
the external one,h* (v top)5hext(v top), we obtain the ‘‘uni-
versal’’ ~‘‘perfect-sliding’’! dependence

v top
(uni)~ f !5

2NS

Nal

f

mlhext~v top!
, ~25!

which does not depend on the number of lubricant layers
on the substrate massesms andmS , because it correspond
to the steady state~while a delay of response ofv top when f
varies nonadiabatically, has to depend on the masses!.

In particular, for the parameters used in simulation (ml
5ms5mS51, NS5132, and Nal580), we obtain heff
50.15h* . Then, using, in Eq.~24!, the valuesz* 52.12,

f

0-9
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
vm515, and as53, and taking from the simulationzlubr

'5.25 for theT50 ground-state configuration, we obta
hext(v)'@4.910.57v4 (120.4931022v2)3/2#31023, so
that the external phonon damping exceeds the minimal
~which models the electron-hole damping! at v top*1.7 and
reaches its maximum valuehext'2.16 atv top'10.8. If all
the damping within the lubricant were due to the exter
one, the effective friction coefficient would be equal to

heff
(uni)~v top!'0.72831023

3@110.116v top
4 ~120.4931022v top

2 !3/2#

~26!

with the maximumheff'0.32. The ‘‘perfect-sliding’’ depen-
dence~25! is presented in Fig. 9. One can see that it agr
rather well with the simulation data at small (f ,1023) as
well as at high (f .1) forces, when the washboard frequen
lies outside the lubricant phonon spectrum and, thus, the
ternal motions of the lubricant are not excited.

An important result of this analysis is that the lubrica
cannot support a force larger thanf max'7 whenv top'10.8.
At larger forces velocities the system cannot dissipate
energy injected into it due to driving, and the solid-slidin
regime must be destroyed.

However, in the simulation we found thatv top( f )
,v top

(uni)( f ) and f f, f max in all cases. To describe simulatio
results more accurately, the following three factors have
be taken into account:~i! at velocitiesv top.122 the lubri-
cant width increases~due to anharmonicity of the LJ poten
tial!, ~ii ! there are additional intrinsic energy losses with
the lubricant as well as in thes layers, and~iii ! due to these
intrinsic energy losses, the lubricant is heated during the s
ing. The first factor increasesv top, while the second and
third ones tend, on the contrary, to decrease it so that
must be studied in detail before a conclusion can be dra

2. Excitation of lubricant vibrations

When the lubricant film moves over the bottom substr
with the velocityv lub dragged by the top substrate with th

FIG. 9. The ‘‘perfect-sliding’’ dependence~25! and theT50
simulation results.
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dc forceF5NSf , the dragging force per lubricant atom i
the topmost lubricant layer is equal tof lub5(NS /Nal) f . The
total energy injected into the lubricant by the external
force per time unit per one lubricant atom is equal to

« tot5 f lubv lub5mlh* v lub
2 , ~27!

where we used the definition~22! of the coefficienth* . This
energy must be absorbed in the system. One channel o
ergy dissipation, the energy exchange with the rigid s
strates, was already considered in the previous section, a
yields

«ext5mlhextv lub
2 . ~28!

An extra energy losses,« int5« tot2«ext, must be attributed to
intrinsic losses within the system.

To study the intrinsic losses, we will use a technique sim
lar to that described in Refs.@34,19,21#. Let us consider the
internal vibrations of the system as a damped oscillatorj(t)
of massm, internal frequencyv0, and damping coefficien
h0, whereh0 corresponds to the so-called full width at ha
maximum of the spectrum~a generalization to many oscilla
tors is trivial!. If the oscillator is excited by an external forc
oscillating with the frequencyv and the amplitudef 0,

mj̈1mh0j̇1mv0
2j5 f ~ t !5Re~ f 0eivt!, ~29!

the steady-state motion of the oscillator corresponds to
vibration with the frequency of the external oscillating forc

j~ t !5
f 0

m
ReS eivt

v0
22v21 ivh0

D . ~30!

The rate of energy losses~the energy absorbed by the osc
lator per one time unit! is equal to

«osc~v; v0 ,h0 , f 0!5
1

tE0

t

dt f~ t !j̇~ t !5
1

2
v

f 0
2

m
r~v!,

~31!

wheret52p/v and

r~v!5ImS 1

v0
22v21 ivh0

D 5
vh0

~v22v0
2!21~vh0!2

.

~32!

In the solid-sliding regime the oscillating force is due
motion of the lubricant film over the corrugated substra
and thus is characterized by the frequencyv5vwash. Then,
assuming that the system can be described ask different
oscillators and using Eqs.~27–32!, we finally obtain
h* (v top)5hext(v top)1h int(v top), where

h int~v top!5ml
21~v top/2!22(

i 51

k

«osc~vwash; v0
( i ) ,h0

( i ) , f 0
( i )!.

~33!

To fit the simulation data, we also assumed that the os
lator’s damping coefficient depends on the frequency acco
0-10
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
ing to the expressionh0
( i )(v)5h̃0

( i )hph(v)/hph(v0
( i )), where

h̃0
( i ) is a constant. Then, from the spectra of Fig. 7 we cho

the following five frequencies:v0
(1)57.3, which can be as

sociated with thez vibrations of the substratesv0
(2)55,

which describes the lowestx andy modes of the substrates
v0

(3)53.3, which corresponds to the lubricant oscillation
the frequencyv0

(4)5 1
2 v0

(3) , which describes the excitation o
the lubricant by the second harmonic ofvwash, and finally
~for the Nl55 case only! v0

(5)50.4, which may be associ
ated with the vibration of the top substrate as a whole. T
results of fitting are presented in Fig. 10, where the value

the fitting parametersh̃0
( i ) and f 0

( i ) are given in the caption to
the figure. One can see that this simple approach give
reasonable agreement with the simulation data and sh
that the velocity of the top substrate is determined by
‘‘perfect-sliding’’ approximation at forcesf ,1023, by the
intrinsic losses corresponding to excitation of lubricant
brations at forces 1023, f ,0.1, and by excitation of the
substrate vibrations at higher forces. However, we have

FIG. 10. Fitting of the simulation results for~a! Nl51 and~b!
Nl55. Open diamonds are for the simulation data, the dashed c
shows the ‘‘universal’’ dependence~25!, the dotted curve is ob-
tained with Eqs.~31!–~33!, and the solid curve is obtained from th
dotted one by removing the unstable branches wheredv top( f )/d f
,0. For the fitting we used the following frequencies,v0

(1)57.3,
v0

(2)55, v0
(3)53.3, v0

(4)51.65,v0
(5)50.4, and the following fitting

parameters for the widths of the resonance modes and the osc

ing forces. ~a! For Nl51: h̃0
(1)55, f 0

(1)55; h̃0
(2)53, f 0

(2)53;

h̃0
(3)53, f 0

(3)51.3; h̃0
(4)51.5, f 0

(4)50.2; f 0
(5)50. ~b! For Nl55:

f 0
(1)50; h̃0

(2)53, f 0
(2)50.9; h̃0

(3)51, f 0
(3)50.7; h̃0

(4)50.3, f 0
(4)

50.2; h̃0
(5)50.1, andf 0

(5)50.006.
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note that a general theory of kinetic friction, which cou
give, e.g., the values of the parametersh̃0

( i ) and f 0
( i ) from first

principles, is still lacking.

C. Minimal sliding velocity

As mentioned above, the system exhibits hysteresis: w
the force decreases starting from the sliding state, a ba
ward transition takes place atf 5 f b, f s , and the velocity
drops down from a finite valuev top5vb to zero. The same
drop of the velocity is observed in free runs, when one sta
with the solid-sliding steady state and then remove the d
ing: the velocityv top slowly decreases till it reaches the min
mal valuevb and then drops to zero as shown in Fig. 11. It
well known ~e.g., see Ref.@35#! that a similar hysteresis is
observed for a single driven particle atT50. If a particle of
massM is placed into a sinusoidal external potential of~to-
tal! heightE5maxV(x)2minV(x) and perioda, and is driven
by the dc forceF, the forward locked-to-running transitio
takes place atF5Fs5pE/a, and the backward transition a
F5Fb5(2A2/p)h AME, when the velocity is ^vb&
;AaFs /M . In the underdamped case such thath,hc

[(p2/2A2)AE/Ma2, we haveFb,Fs . Therefore the sys-
tem exhibits hysteresis due to the inertia of the particle.

If the top substrate with the attacheds layer would be
treated as a rigid object, takinga53 and mS1ms52, the
critical damping would be

hc5Fp3

8

f s

a~mS1ms!
G1/2

'0.8Af s. ~34!

The effective friction coefficient just above the transition
sliding is hs5 f s /(mS1ms)vs . Hysteresis is expected ifhs
,hc , i.e., vs.vbR , where

vbR5S 8

p3

a fs

mS1ms
D 1/2

'0.62Af s. ~35!

ve

at-

FIG. 11. Thex velocities of the top substrate and all laye
~including thes layers! versus time for the ‘‘free’’ run, when the
five-layer system starts from the steady state correspondingf
50.2 and then the driving force is removed. Inset: enlarged par
the dependencies at late times.
0-11
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
In the simulations the transition to sliding occurs forf s
;102321022 while vs;1, so, for the chosen set of param
eters, the system under investigation is clearly in the und
damped limit. We expect the backward transition atf b

5(2A2/pAp)heff A(mS1ms) a fs'1.24heffAf s.
Now we can check whether the conditionvbR'0.62Af s

agrees with the simulation data. For the solid-sliding regi
with Vll 51 at T50, we found from free runs that forNl
51, f s'(1.922)31022 and vb&8.531022, while vbR
'8.731022; for Nl52, f s'(8.929.1)31023 and vb&6
31022, while vbR'5.931022; for Nl53, f s'(424.1)
31023 andvb&531022, while vbR'431022; and forNl
55, f s'(1.721.8)31023 and vb&331022, while vbR
'2.631022. We also made runs for a smaller value of t
interaction parameterVll 51/3, when the lubricant is weake
and found that forNl51, f s'(1.321.4)31022 andvb&8
31022, while vbR'7.231022; and for Nl55, f s'(1
21.1)31023 andvb;1.531022, while vbR'231022.

Thus, this simple inertia consideration quite well d
scribes the hysteresis of the solid lubricant film and, at
same time, it shows that the minimal velocity of the t
substrate in the solid-sliding regime cannot be smaller t
vb;1022 nu;10 m/s, which is to be compared with th
experimental value of the sliding to stick-slip transitionvc
;1026 m/s. This very large discrepancy will be discussed
Sec. IV. On the other hand, the frictionm5u f / f loadu in the
solid-sliding regime may be as small asm;102421022.

Note that the value ofvb in Eq. ~35! depends on the
substrate massmS which, in principle, may be taken arbitrar
large. However, in fact only one or few boundary layers
the substrate play a role, and the results presented a
remains valid, at least qualitatively, for the infinite substra
as well @36,28#.

D. Friction-induced melting

When the driving force approaches the threshold va
f 5 f f , the energy pumped into the lubricant due to slidi
can no longer be removed from the contact region into
substrates, and the lubricant temperature strongly rises u
its melting temperature. The solid-sliding regime is d
stroyed. To study this process, we started from thef 50.2
steady-state configuration of the five-layer film, which
close to the threshold valuef f'0.31, and applied the d
force f 50.5 to speed up the transition. The results are sho
in Fig. 12. The velocityvx of the top substrate grows ap
proximately linearly with time. Because the top rigid su
strate with one substrate layer attached to it moves a
whole during this process, we can use Newton’s equatio

~ms1mS!v̇a5 f a
(S)5 f a

(intrinsic)1 f a
(external), ~36!

which for thex coordinate takes the form 2v̇x50.52 f fric ,
where f fric is the frictional force acting on the top substra
from the lubricant. One can see from Fig. 12~b! that f fric
'0.3 is the maximum force that lubricant losses can acco
modate. Similarly one may find the normal forcef P acting
on the top substrate from the lubricant, 2v̇z5 f load1 f P ,
which yieldsf P'0.1 ~so thatf load1 f P'0) at the beginning,
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but att.20 the forcef P begins to grow and the width of th
lubricant begins to increase. The lubricant temperature@see
Fig. 12~c!# which was equal toTlub'0.2 for the f 50.2
steady state, att.20, begins to grow up toTlub;0.620.8
which is much higher than the melting temperatureTmelt
'0.4, so the lubricant melts. Details of the forced transiti
are shown in Fig. 13, where we plot thez coordinates of all
atoms in the system. Fort,20 the lubricant slides as an ide
solid as it was for thef 50.2 steady state. Att;20 the upper
lubricant layers begin to slide over the lower layers, althou
the layers still keep the ideal triangular structure. Att;30
the layers start to mix. Att;40 the lubricant is already in the
melted state, and the distribution of velocities across the
bricantv(z) exhibits a gradient. After the melting, the lubr
cant cannot anymore support the applied dc forcef 50.5 and
v top→`.

In another simulation we turned off the force at tim
t510.25, when the lubricant was still in the solid-slidin
state, and allowed the system to relax. This situation mim
that of real systems, where the driving force exists due
elastic stress within the substrates. Thus, when the rela
velocities of the substrate and the lubricant sharply increa
the stress is relaxed and the driving force decreases~in prin-
ciple this situation can easily be modeled with a spring
tached to the top substrate@7#; unfortunately, one has to in
troduce simultaneously a few more model parameters!. In

FIG. 12. ‘‘Forced’’ transition: the dependencies of~a! the x
velocities of the top substrate and the lubricant,~b! the normal and
frictional forces, and~c! the lubricant temperatures versus tim
when the forcef 50.5 is applied to an initial configuration corre
sponding to thef 50.2 steady state of the five-layer film atT50.
0-12
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
simulation we observed that althoughf 50 at t.10.25, the
top substrate continues to slide owing to its inertia. Dur
this sliding the lubricant again melts as one can see from
14. Then the lubricant temperature decreases, and the l
cant solidifies into a six-layer~amorphous! film at t*300
whenTlub;0.3, and finally stops~note that the final configu
ration obtained with this force-induced melting and th
freezing, is similar to the configuration obtained by incre
ing the temperature until melting and then sharply decrea
it back to zero without the driving!. The frictional force is
large at the beginning when the lubricant melts (f fric
;0.15), but soon it quickly decreases to a valuef fric;0.01.

We also made similar experiments but with an appl
force f Þ0 ( f ,0.5) at timet510.25. We observed that, i
f ,0.005, the system stops in a six-layer state. For 0.
, f ,0.03 we observed a sliding of the ‘‘frozen’’ six-laye
lubricant; the lubricant temperature during the sliding

FIG. 13. Thez coordinates of all atoms and the top rigid su
strate during the ‘‘forced’’ transition shown in Fig. 12.

FIG. 14. Thez coordinates of all atoms, when the driving forc
is removed at the time momentt510.25 of the ‘‘forced’’ transition
of Fig. 13.
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Tlub'0.06 at f 50.005, Tlub'0.14 at f 50.01, and Tlub
'0.19 atf 50.02. Forf 50.03 we observed thatv→`, and
the lubricant severs are in the middle. From the slope of
v top(t) dependencies we found thatf fric'0.028, thus the fro-
zen lubricant cannot support a driving force larger thanf
'0.03.

Comparing the results obtained for a realistic exter
damping with the ones described above in the introducti
where the model with a constant damping coefficient w
used, we see the essential difference. First, in the latter
the lubricant melts immediately when it begins to slide, i.
f f, f s . This difference is due to the parameters chosen
the interatomic interaction. When the interaction of the lub
cant with the substrates is much larger than the interac
within the lubricant, the scenario reviewed in the introdu
tion is observed~the same also occurs if the lubricant
commensurate and perfectly aligned with the substrat!.
Second, after the shear-induced melting, the layer-over-la
sliding was observed, while now the transition to a ‘‘gas
phase takes place. Third, the back transition with force
crease now proceeds into an amorphous~frozen! state and
not into the ideal solid one. These last two differences
due to a damping mechanism used in the simulation. As
be shown below in Sec. IV, when the model with a const
damping is used, the scenarios of the previous works
observed, which points out the importance of the damp
mechanism on some results.

E. Sliding of curved substrates

The results presented above were obtained for ideally
substrates. Due to periodic boundary conditions we hav
fact infinite substrates and the lubricant atoms are stri
confined between them. In a real system, however, the lu
cant may leave the contact region through open bounda
Besides, the substrates may be not ideally flat. To study
situation, we made a few simulations for curved substra
for the Nl55 system. The results are the following.

Thev top( f ) dependence for the case when only one of
substrates~e.g., the top one! is curved in thex direction
~along the driving direction! is presented in Fig. 15 by up
triangles. In this case the lubricant film is approximately fl
and follows the bottom~flat! substrate. At very low forces
f <531024, the lubricant moves together with the top su
strate. For forces within the interval 531024, f ,0.01, the
ideal solid-sliding regime exists. The lubricant film is a
proximately flat and slides over the flat bottom substrate,
the top substrate slides over the lubricant; in the contact
gion the lubricant is slightly compressed. For forces with
the interval 1023, f ,1022 the velocity is approximately
two times smaller than it was for the flat substrates. Note t
because the real contact area takes now only half of the
surface, the real load pressure in the contact is two tim
larger. At higher forces,f .1022, the perturbation of the
lubricant becomes significant. Atf *0.011 some atoms from
the topmost lubricant layer begin to escape into the em
space between the lubricant film and the curved top s
strate, although they are pushed back when the bottom o
curved top substrate reaches them during the sliding. T
0-13
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
mixing increases with increasing of the dc force, and af
*0.02 the lubricant fills the empty space. In the thick p
there are six layers. Finally atf '0.05~i.e., much earlier than
for the flat substrates! the lubricant melts, and the solid
sliding regime is destroyed.

When both substrates are curved in thex direction with
the same curvature parameters, the ground state of the
tem corresponds to the five-layer lubricant film with an ide
structure of the layers. The curvatures of the substrates c
cide, and the lubricant film just follows the substrates. B
when the top substrate moves, one have alternatively, a
figuration where the curvatures coincide as in the grou
state, and a saddle configuration where the curvatures
coincide, so that in one-half of the contact area the film
compressed, while in the other half, the distance between
substrates is much larger than the width of the five-la
lubricant film. Because a thin lubricant film cannot stay fr
in space but is attracted to one of the substrates, it ha
follow either the bottom or top substrate. In simulation w
observed that the lubricant indeed takes a ground-state
configuration when the substrate curvatures coincide, w
in the saddle points the lubricant follows the top substrate
the left-hand side, where thez coordinate of the top substrat
goes up~so it ‘‘drags’’ the lubricant!, and at the right-hand
side, where thez coordinate of the bottom substrate goes u
the lubricant follows the bottom substrate. Thus, in t
middle point the lubricant has to switch between these
configurations, and this decreases the system mobility.
v top( f ) dependence for this case is shown in Fig. 15 by do
triangles. The backward transition now takes place atf b
'(223)31023. When the force increases up tof ;0.04,
the film does not have enough time to reach the five-la
ground-state-like configuration between the saddle point
first takes a six-layer structure but soon~at f f*0.04) the
lubricant melts and the sliding is destroyed. Note, howev
that the situation described above corresponds to a rare
when the curvature parameters of both substrates are ex

FIG. 15. Thex velocity of the top substrate versus force for t
five-layer lubricant film when the top rigid substrate is curv
(hx

(up)51, hy
(up)5hx

(dn)5hy
(dn)50, the up triangles! and when both

top and bottom rigid substrates are curved (hx
(up)5hx

(dn)50.5,
hy

(up)5hy
(dn)50, the down triangles!.
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equal to one another. In all other cases, in a given reg
only one of the substrates is usually strongly curved.

We also checked the system mobility when the substra
are curved in they direction ~perpendicular to the sliding
direction!. When only the top substrate is curved, the velo
ity remains approximately the same as that for the flat s
strates~for example, forf 5231023 the velocity decrease
from v'0.98 for the flat substrates tov top'0.96 for the
curved top substrate!. When both substrates are curved, t
velocity remains unchanged~e.g., forf 5231023, the veloc-
ity increases tov top'0.985). Finally, when the top substra
is curved in bothx andy directions simultaneously, the ve
locity decreases for thef 5231023 case to the valuev top
'0.52 ~compare withv top'0.57 for the case when the to
substrate is curved inx direction only!.

Thus, we may conclude that the simulation results o
tained for the system with flat substrates stay valid, at le
qualitatively, for the curved ones.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have studied the friction for a th
solid lubricant film between two flat solid substrates a
found that the frictional losses are mainly due to the exc
tion of z vibrations in the lubricant with the washboard fr
quency. The anharmonicity of lubricant vibrations is fou
to be important and leads to heating of the lubricant. Thu
first lesson learned from the simulation of a complex mod
is that simple Frenkel-Kontorova-type models with harmo
springs between the atoms cannot describe the kinetic
tion properly.

The solid lubricant between two flat~or at least not too
rough! substrates provides the smallest possible frictio
force for high-speed systems. The energy losses are
small both in the low-velocity~but v top.vb;10 m/s! case,
as well as in the high-velocity (v top*vsound) regime, the lat-
ter regime being stable if there is a gap between the lubric
and substrate phonon spectra. If the lubricant film is in
liquid state~melted either due to high substrate temperat
or because of very high speed!, the frictional force is much
larger as seen from Fig. 16. When the lubricant is refroz
from the melted state, it takes an amorphous structure
cause, due to the contact with the substrates, the energ
removed from the lubricant very quickly, and the confin
lubricant film has no time to order. The frictional force in th
case of an amorphous lubricant may be even larger than
the melted one~see Fig. 16!.

The solid lubricant between flat substrates leads also
quite small values of the static frictional forcef s . This
agrees with the results of previous simulations~see Ref.@7#
and references therein!. The new result of the present pap
is the dependence off s on the number of layers in the soli
lubricant film. The exponential decrease off s with Nl may
be used for explanation of experimental values of the vel
ity of the transition from smooth sliding to stick-slip motio
as will be discussed below.

We also checked how the results are sensitive to the
rameters of the model. First, changing the massmS of the top
rigid substrate practically does not change the adiab
0-14
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FRICTION IN A SOLID LUBRICANT FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 046110
v top( f ) dependence, thus the velocity in the steady so
sliding regime does not depend onmS . Another important
parameter is the minimal external dampinghmin that models
the multiphonon and/or ‘‘electron-hole’’ contributions to th
energy exchange of lubricant with substrates. We found
the results are approximately unchanged forv top*1, when
the energy losses inside the lubricant play the main role
small forces velocities, whenv top&1, the values ofv top and
ztop are larger for smaller values ofhmin and agree with the
‘‘perfect-sliding’’ dependence~25!.

Finally, let us discuss the relation of the microscop
simulations of the present paper to macroscopic friction.

Dependence on load.We variedf load to test the Amontons
first law F fric5mF load, wherem ~called the friction coeffi-
cient by tribologists! should be approximately constant. F
example, the simulation results for a much lower loadf load
521024 than that used in all simulation presented abo
are shown in Fig. 17. The trivial result is that the width
lubricant increases with decreasing off load. Therefore, the
external damping coefficient, which exponentially depen
on z, decreases withf load. As a result the backward transitio
now takes place at a lower forcef 5 f b'(324)31025 when
vb&331022. The forward transition also occurs earlier,
f f'0.120.11 when vb&3. For v top*1 the dependence
v top( f ) is approximately the same as that for the high lo
while for lower forces whenv top,1, the values ofv top for
the same values off are larger than those for thef load5
20.1 case, because the external friction is smaller due
larger values ofz. The dependencies ofv top andztop on f load
for a fixed value of the dc forcef 50.02, are shown in the
inset of Fig. 17. Surprisingly,v top is not decreasing but in
creases whenf load increases, because for the chosen value
the dc force, a resonance effect plays a role~the washboard
frequency penetrates into the lubricant phonon spectrum!. In
general, however, the variation off load results in a little
change only. This confirms once more that the empiri
Amontons first law works due to change of the contact a
with load @1#. On the contrary, He and Robbins@20# have

FIG. 16. The v top( f ) dependencies for the melted lubrica
(Tlub'0.5, the up triangles! and the frozen~amorphous! lubricant
~the down triangles!.
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found that the frictional force is directly proportional to th
load. However, their simulation was done with the consv
algorithm at low velocities (v top,0.1 nu! and much higher
temperatures than those studied in our simulations. Besi
the authors of Eq.@20# used the Langevin equations with
constant external damping.

Dependence of results on the interaction paramete
Above we have studied the system behavior for the fixed
of parameters, when the interaction within the lubricant,Vll
51, is much larger than the interaction of the lubricant w
substrates,Vsl51/3. For these parameters the solid-slidi
regime had indeed to be expected. Below we present a
simulation results for other sets of parameters.

First, let us consider the case withVll 5Vsl51/3, in
which the interaction within the lubricant has the same m
nitude as the lubricant-substrate interaction. In fact, this c
is similar to that studied above, because an effect
lubricant-substrate interaction is again smaller than the in
action within the lubricant due to mismatch of the substr
lubricant lattice constants. However, an essential new fea
of the present case is that now the phonon frequencies o
lubricant are smaller. Because the interaction within the s
strates and within the lubricant differs by nine times, t
substrate and lubricant phonon spectra are well separated
from another even for the five-layer lubricant film as show
for example, in the inset of Fig. 18 for thez component.
There is a wide gap for the frequencies 4,v,6.5, where
the density of phonon states is very small. Thus, one co
expect that if the washboard frequency comes into this
quency interval, the effective friction should be small, a
the solid-sliding regime will persist up to very high veloc
ties. Indeed, the simulation results for the one-layer lubric
film presented in Fig. 18, show that the solid-sliding regim
indeed survives now until the very high force (f f*5) and
velocity (v f'10). This effect is similar to the ‘‘re-entrant’
transition observed by Stevens and Robbins@17#, where with
the increase of the driving velocity the lubricant melts b

FIG. 17. The dependenciesv top( f ) for two values of the load
f load520.1 ~dashed curve and solid diamonds! and f load521024

~solid curve and open diamonds! for the five-layer film atT50.
Inset:v top( f load) ~left axes! andztop( f load) ~right axes! for the fixed
value of the driving forcef 50.02.
0-15
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046110
then, at a higher velocity, it solidifies again. In our simu
tion with a small external damping we did not obtained me
ing but instead observed a large increase of the lubric
temperature. For velocitiesv top.3 ~recall that in the previ-
ous case the solid-sliding regime was already destroyed a
high velocities! the washboard frequency is higher than t
lubricant phonon frequencies, thus the excitation of osci
tions in the lubricant as well as the effective lubricant te
perature decrease. This regime corresponds to the ‘‘flyin
one, i.e. The decoupling of phonon spectra of the lubric
and the substrates stabilizes the ‘‘flying’’ state. With incre
ing dc force the lubricant remains sliding in a solid sta
while the amplitude of thez oscillations of the substrate a
oms strongly increases atv top.6, and this finally destroys
the solid-sliding regime. Note that for the forces 0.1, f
,0.4, when 2,v top,3, the system behavior is similar t
that described above, because the densities of lubrican
brations are similar at these washboard frequencies.
smaller forces,f ,0.1, the effective friction as well as th
lubricant temperature are larger for the weak-lubricant c
than those for the previous case. The backward transitio
the locked state takes place now atf b&0.003, whenvb
'0.15. The static frictional force,f s'0.01320.014, is also
smaller than that for the previous case~recall f s'0.02 for
the Vll 51 case!. Note, however, that we observed the ‘‘fly
ing’’ regime only for the one-layer film. For the five-laye
lubricant the forward transition takes place atf f'0.025
20.026, i.e., much earlier than for theVll 51 case, and the
attempts to get a high-velocity regime failed. Note that
though it seems quite unusual to have a velocity close to
sound speed in real machines, the ‘‘flying’’ regime may
reached in, e.g., next generation of hard-disk drives. In a d
with a radius of 4 cm and a rotating speed of 10 000 rpm,
speed of the head with respect to the plateau already exc
40 m/s, i.e., the crash of the head on the plateau in a fai
is an example of high-speed friction, although, unfortunate
the ‘‘flying’’ regime would not be reached by the curre
generation of hard disks.

FIG. 18. Thev top( f ) dependence for the one-layer lubrica
with the interatomic interactionsVll 51/3 ~solid curve and open
diamonds! compared with that for theVll 51 case~dashed curve
and solid diamonds!. Inset: theVll 51/3 ~solid curves! and Vll 51
~dotted curves! spectra for the five-layer lubricant.
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Second, we studied the opposite case, in which t
lubricant-substrate interaction is much larger than the in
action within the lubricant, namely,Vsl53 andVll 51/3. In
this case the two utmost lubricant layers tend to be attac
to the corresponding substrates, so a sliding can only em
inside the lubricant. In fact, this situation is close to real
lubricant, where the interaction with substrates prevents
lubricant from being squeezed out from the contact areas
the case ofNl52, all lubricant atoms are attached by th
substrates, so there is no ‘‘lubricant’’ between the two sl
ing ‘‘bodies,’’ each consisting of the rigid substrate with on
attacheds layer and one ‘‘glued’’ layer ofl atoms. Thus, the
situation is close to the dry friction for two commensura
perfectly aligned substrates. However, the interaction
tween the bodies,Vll 51/3 is much smaller than the interac
tion inside them, whereVss5Vsl53. In this case at some
critical force, f s;0.08, the bodies decouple one from a
other, the distance between them increases, and they beg
‘‘fly’’ almost without friction. But the loading force pushes
the bodies into contact again, so they collide and alm
elastically repulse, then again collide, etc. The motion of
top substrate resembles a series of jumps as shown in
19. If the driving force remains constant, the amplitude
jumps increases with time, and finally at one collision t
surface lubricant layers are destroyed.

For a thicker lubricant film,Nl.2, there are weakly in-
teracting lubricant atoms between the two bodies. Note
for these parameters in the ground-state configuration
topmost lubricant layers that are attached to the substra
have slightly more atoms than the middle layer~s!. When the
motion begins atf 5 f s in this case~e.g., for theNl53 or
Nl55 systemf s;0.0320.07), the middle lubricant layer
melt according to a three-dimensional~3D! melting mecha-
nism ~one layer in theNl53 system or three layers for th
Nl55 case!, and the width of the lubricant film increase
Starting with the configuration just after the beginning of t
motion ~e.g., that for f 50.08 for theNl55 system!, we
abruptly decreased the dc force to a smaller value. The
sults are presented in Fig. 20. Iff <0.01, the motion locks in
the five-layer solid state, while forf >0.02 the top body is

FIG. 19. Beginning of motion for the ‘‘glued’’ two-layer lubri-
cant film (Vss5Vls53, Vll 51/3).
0-16
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‘‘flying’’ and its velocity increases linearly with time. Thus
the frictional force for a melted lubricant in this system
f fric;0.015.

Third, all the scenarios described above were obtained
the model where the external damping depends on the
tance from the substrates and, thus, it is very small for
middle lubricant layer~s!. However, if we change the mode
in the way that the minimal external damping would n
depend either on distance or on velocity, the scena
changes to that already observed in the previous wo
@16,22# and described in the Introduction. Now when t
sliding begins the width does not increase significantly a
the sliding steady state survives with increasing the dc fo
With increasing force, the middle layers melt due to slidi
according to a 2D melting mechanism, i.e., the lubric
keeps its layered structure and different lubricant layers s
one over another. This model may be applied to lubrica
with complex molecules like organic ones, where an inter
viscosity of the lubricant plays an important role.

The transition from smooth sliding to stick-slip motion.If,
instead of a constant dc force we would drive the syst
through a spring attached to a stage moving with the velo
v top, the system would exhibit a transition from smooth sl
ing to stick-slip motion at the velocityv top'vb @28#. A simi-
lar result would be expected with a large enough subst
block so that its elasticity would start playing a role. Expe
mentally the transition from smooth sliding to stick-slip m
tion is observed in almost all systems where the static f
tion force is nonzero~the zero f s corresponds to liquid
lubricant!. There are at least three mechanisms that can
plain the transition from smooth to stick-slip motion:~a! ‘‘in-
ertia’’ mechanism, when the backward sliding-to-lock
transition occurs at the forcef b, f s due to inertia of the
moving lubricant in the underdamped system~this mecha-
nism was discussed above in Sec. III C!; ~b! ‘‘melting-
freezing’’ mechanism@16,2,3,10#, when the lubricant un-
dergo dynamical phase transitions between a fluidized s
during slip ~sliding! and a solid state during stick; and~c!
‘‘memory’’ mechanism~e.g., see Refs.@2,3,5#!, when, after
the sliding-to-locked transition, the static friction force i

FIG. 20. Motion of the ‘‘glued’’ five-layer lubricant film (Vss

5Vls53, Vll 51/3) for different driving forces.
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creases with the time of stationary contact. The simulat
results of the present paper show that the ‘‘inertia’’ mech
nism leads to the critical velocityvc;1022 nu'10 m/s, and
we do not see any reason to get a much lower value forvc .
This value is orders of magnitude larger than the experim
tal value, which rules out the inertia mechanism to expl
the experimentally observed stick slip to smooth sliding tra
sition. For the model parameters used in the present pa
we also did not observe the melting of thin lubricant film
except for extremely large forces and velocities. The lub
cant may melt atf . f s if it is strongly coupled with the
substrates or, in a more specific case, when the lubrican
perfectly commensurate and aligned with the substra
@16,28#. But, in such situations, when the driving force
reduced, the lubricant quickly solidifies again due to a f
energy exchange with the substrates~as discussed above i
Sec. III D!, and the backward transition to the locked sta
takes place at the velocityvc;1 nu @16,36,28#. Thus, in this
case too, the top substrate cannot move smoothly with a
velocity at the microscopic scale. In experiments the tran
tion from stick slip to smooth motion is observed usually
a velocity vc;1 mm/s'1029 nu @4#. Even if we suppose
that there are only few contacts~asperities! between the sol-
ids and only one of the contacts moves at a time, we do
see a way by which the macroscopic stick-slip to smo
transition could be explained by the microscopic~atomic-
scale! mechanisms. Thus, we conclude that the mechan
responsible for the experimentally observed stick-slip
smooth transition, at least for ‘‘simple’’ lubricant molecule
should be the ‘‘memory’’ effects. After the sliding-to-locke
transition, the static friction force increases with time due
plastic deformation of the lubricant, for example, because
an increase of the area of real contact, or due to the decr
of the lubricant width~according to the simulation results o
the present paper, the squeezing of the lubricant leads to
increase off s), or due to interdiffusion of lubricant mol-
ecules between different layers of the lubricant in the cas
a lubricant consisting of long-chain polymers. All these pr
cesses involve plastic deformations and thus are chara
ized by macroscopic-scale characteristic times. Then, the
perimentally observed velocities of the transition fro
smooth sliding to stick-stick motion can be explained w
the help of earthquakelike models@37–39# as was demon-
strated in Refs.@3,40,41,28#. Consequently the analysis o
the order of magnitude of the stick-slip to smooth-slidi
transition velocity suggests that the explanation of this
nomenon should not be seeked at the microscopic scale
is probably out of reach of current molecular-dynam
simulations. Besides, this also explains why the experim
tally measured kinetic friction in the smooth sliding regim
is often almost independent of the velocity, while the micr
scopic one shows a very strong dependence. Indeed, if
macroscopic smooth sliding corresponds to the microsco
stick-slip regime, the macroscopic kinetic friction would co
respond to microscopic static friction force, which is co
stant. Therefore the evaluation of the orders of magnitu
that we made in this paper lead us to conclude that there
fundamental difference between microscopic friction and
macroscopic experimental properties. This should perhap
0-17
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considered for the current projects to build micromachine
Finally, in real experimental systems the rate of change

the driving force corresponds to adiabatically slow variat
of f in simulations. Therefore, to obtain reliable resul
which do not depend on an initial configuration, it is impo
tant to reach the steady state for a givenf. As observed in the
present paper, lubricant systems are often characterize
quite long relaxation timest relax.103 nu'10210 s ~or even
t relax@10210 s in the solid-sliding regime at velocitiesv top
,10 m/s!. In simulations for large systems with realist
interactions one could expect to reach the stationary state
one given set of parameters~including the value of the driv-
ing force! only, and not for adiabatically changing forc
Thus, although being very attractive, the ‘‘millions of a
oms’’ simulations hardly could give reliable values for th
kinetic friction in their present stage. This is why we belie
‘‘simple’’ models are still very important. But they must als
o-

a-

y-

.

.

oc

s.
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be taken with great caution because, as we have shown in
present paper, the results obtained with simple models m
also strongly depend on the model chosen, in particular
the damping introduced in the simulations. We tried here
introduce a damping mechanism motivated by microsco
considerations and we showed that the results are somet
very different from those given by a uniform damping coe
ficient as often considered.
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